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The Media at War With the Obama Administration?
By Roger Aronoff

W

hile the media are usually doing the bidding of President Obama and the Democrats, and are deep in the
President’s pocket, there are cases in which they are
very unhappy with his actions. New York Times reporter James
Risen has become famous not only for his ongoing Espionage
Act case, but also for his willingness to call President Obama the
“greatest enemy to press freedom in a generation.”
In the case of Fox News reporter James Rosen, the government “monitored Rosen’s movements in and out of the State
Department,” according to CBS News. They also “searched his
personal emails and combed through his cell phone records.”
Risen received similar treatment: his computer was subjected to
forensic analysis and his phone calls were investigated.
Yet President Barack Obama’s press secretary recently had
the temerity to joke to another Fox News White House correspondent that “We are always watching.” Rosen was labeled a
“criminal co-conspirator” alongside Stephen Jin-Woo Kim, who
recently went to jail for his crime. Clearly, the Obama administration has either not learned from its mistakes—or doesn’t care.
As I mentioned in an earlier article about Obama’s ongoing
war on journalists, Risen appealed to the Supreme Court to
carve out special immunity for reporters in the courts. But his
bid to be heard by the Supreme Court failed, leaving him no
more legal options.
Now, he has “exhausted all his legal options against the Justice
Department’s pursuit of him under the controversial Espionage
Act,” reports The Guardian this month. If pursued, Risen could
end up in jail for his act of “journalistic defiance” as early as this
fall, reports the Guardian.
Journalists are rallying to Risen’s side as he becomes a media
darling for his defiance in the face of Obama administration
pressure. Fourteen Pulitzer Prize winners have issued statements
in support of him, 100,000 petitioners have voiced their concerns
about his case to the Department of Justice, and The Washington
Post editorial board has come to his defense.
But one of the disturbing developments of the Risen case is
the push for a media shield law to create special protections for
journalists. “The Risen case, [Gregg] Leslie [of the Reporters

Committee for Freedom of the Press] said, provides a clear picture
for why a federal shield law is needed to complement similar
laws in 49 states,” reported Business Insider on August 27. “The
Supreme Court’s dismissal of his petition, Leslie said, is more
evidence of what he called a ‘disturbing’ trend—federal courts
have been less and less willing to side with reporters’ arguments.”
This is not the first time the media have called for a shield
law. Back in 2008 Accuracy in Media’s Cliff Kincaid called the
proposed law what it really is: not the Free Flow of Information Act, but the “Special Rights for Journalists Act.” “The bill
puts in the hands of federal politicians and judges the ability
to define a ‘legitimate’ journalist or blogger who is deserving of
federal protection,” wrote Kincaid in 2008. “As such, it restricts
First Amendment rights to a certain group of people currently
in favor with federal authorities.”
The legislation could create an unhealthy relationship between the media and the federal government. “For any potential
source, it increases the risk of going through a non-establishment
journalist,” Harvard professor Yochai Benkler told The Nation
magazine last year when this legislation passed out of a Senate
committee. “If you are a source, and you have a choice between
going to feed someone who clearly falls under the shield, and
someone you have to rely on pulling the right judge, you’re going
to go to the established journalist.” Thus The New York Times
becomes more favored by the law than citizen journalists when
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Editor’s Message

in the News

Accuracy in Media editor
Roger Aronoff was a recent guest
on “Cavuto,” on the Fox Business
Network. The topic was how the
mainstream media have been ignoring President Obama’s low
approval ratings in an election season.
A study of media coverage of
polling for the last two presidents
shows that President George W.
Bush received much more coverage for his low approval ratings
than President Obama has for his
over a similar time period. In fact,
President Obama’s approval ratings may even be lower than they
initially appear.
“President Obama’s numbers
are the lowest: 52 to 42 disapproval
over approval ratings,” said Aronoff
on “Cavuto.” “But the media oversampled Democrats, likely skewing
the ratings comparison more favorably for the current President.”
“People recognize that there
is this vacuum of leadership in
the world under this President,”
Aronoff said. “There have been a
lot of low periods. So this number
is becoming consistent and the low
approval rating [has] stayed this
way.”
This was Aronoff’s second
time on “Cavuto” show recently,
helping to raise AIM’s profile.

Dear Fellow Media Watchdogs:
It has been a disastrous time for the President, and for the
country. President Obama’s credibility continues to collapse
right before our eyes. What we are being asked to believe, is
simply not believable. But what are the consequences?
The IRS claims that approximateley a dozen of their employees’ computers have crashed, and thus they cannot turn over
emails that are relevant to the ongoing investigation of abuse
by the IRS, which targeted and went after Obama’s political
opponents. Obamacare, as it passed the one year anniversary of its implementation,
is a great success, we are told by some in the media. This is after it was sold by what
even the liberal PolitiFact deemed the “Lie of the Year,” namely, “If you like your
health care plan, you can keep it. Period.” But any fair reading makes it clear that,
in fact, Obamacare is killing jobs, it is driving up healthcare costs and deductibles
are through the roof, while quality and availability are in decline. And the employer
mandate has yet to be instituted, having been postponed repeatedly to minimize the
political damage that will result from the very real damage.
The administration’s credibility is further shredded by its actions in going to war
in Iraq and Syria, and in the Ebola crisis. Regarding the war, the President told his
usual patsy, Steve Kroft of CBS’ “60 Minutes,” that the failure to recognize the rapid
expansion of ISIS, and the weakness of the Iraqi military, was a failure of his Director
of National Intelligence, James Clapper. The intelligence community and politicians
in both parties pushed back, showing that both of these matters were known and
understood for well over a year. “Don’t throw us under the bus,” they pushed back.
With Ebola, shortly after the President assured us that it would not reach America’s
shores, it reached America’s shores. The Texas hospital that first saw the Liberian who
came to them with his Ebola symptoms in late September, sent him home with antibiotics, after which he possibly exposed dozens more people to the virus.
With the economy suffering, Obamacare destroying health care in this country,
America’s role as a superpower in doubt by our allies and enemies alike, and huge
scandals at the IRS, the Veterans Administration, and in the administration’s handling
of the immigration crisis at our southern border, it is no wonder that there is such a
sense of unease throughout the country. And it is not just Republicans and conservatives who recognize it. There are very few Democratic candidates up for election in
November who want anything to do with this President.
The last holdout is the media, but even that is starting to unravel. Chris Matthews
and others are expressing more and more doubt about the President. The question that
divides most reasonable people at this point is the extent to which this is all a result
of incompetence and detachment—or is it more sinister than that? Is this all part of
Obama’s plan to “fundamentally transform” America? When will this nightmare end?•
For Accuracy in Media				
Roger Aronoff
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To the Editor:
Thank you for telling it like it is for
Americans in more than name only, who
care about their military and a country fit
to live in for their children, grandchildren,
and future generations of Americans.
Steve

Please send Letters to the Editor to:
Accuracy in Media
Attn: Letters to the Editor
4350 East West Highway #555
Bethesda, MD 20814
or email to info@aim.org
Please keep your submissions to 50 words
or less. Letters may be edited for length.
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it comes to making news.
All First Amendment protections under the law should be applied equally,
regardless of education, financial status
or employment status. But giving special status to journalists promotes group
rights, not equality before the law. The
way it has often been described is that the
“lone pamphleteer” should have the same
protections under the First Amendment
as do major news organizations.
Jeffrey Sterling, a former CIA official,
is openly acknowledged as Risen’s source
for his chapter in State of War. “Observers of the [Risen] case view it as pure retaliation,” reports Business Insider. The
evidence would tend to lean in this direction. After all, the government already
has digital evidence of Risen’s complicity
without his testimony. “Telephone records
indicate that Sterling called Risen seven
times between February 27 and March 29,
2003,” states the Fourth Circuit findings.
“Sterling also sent an e-mail to Risen on
March 10, 2003—five days after his meeting with the SSCI [Senate Select Committee on Intelligence] staff—in which
he referenced an article from CNN’s web-

site entitled, ‘Report: Iran has “extremely
advanced’ nuclear program,” and asked,
‘quite interesting, don’t you think? All the
more reason to wonder...’”
And, “During this time, 19 telephone
calls took place between The New York
Times’ Washington office and Sterling’s
friends’ home telephone number. ...A forensic analysis of the computer Sterling
used during this time revealed 27 e-mails
between Sterling and Risen, several of
which indicated that Sterling and Risen
were meeting and exchanging information
during this time period.”
So the government can prove that Sterling and Risen were working together, that
Risen had the information during that
time period, that he chose to publish it
in his book, and that Sterling may have
had a grievance with the CIA motivating
him to leak the information. It seems like
a pretty solid legal case already. But they
may be going after more than one leaker:
“...Risen has not disclosed whether there
is more than one primary source of classified information.”
While these are difficult and complicated issues to sort through, there should

be no federal, blanket media shield law to
protect all journalists. The First Amendment is that shield. These matters should
be judged on a case by case basis.
Risen’s view, that the Obama administration is “the greatest enemy to press
freedom in a generation,” is a view shared
by other unlikely sources. Leonard Downie, former executive editor of The Washington Post, for example, said that “The
[Obama] administration’s war on leaks
and other efforts to control information
are the most aggressive I’ve seen since the
Nixon administration, when I was one of
the editors involved in The Washington
Post’s investigation of Watergate.” And
David Sanger of The New York Times said
of the Obama administration, “This is the
most closed, control-freak administration
I’ve ever covered.” Apparently, most of
the broadcast and cable news journalists
don’t share this view. If they do, they don’t
often express it. Maybe they’re too afraid
of losing access.•
Roger Aronoff is the Editor of Accuracy in
Media, and a member of the Citizens’ Commission on Benghazi. He can be contacted
at roger.aronoff@aim.org.

Official Lies Mask Russian and Chinese Aggression

By Cliff Kincaid

E

ven the liberal media couldn’t defend
President Obama’s bizarre public
statement about having no strategy to confront the Islamic State terrorist
group. But many in the media went along
with his failure to describe the Russian
invasion of Ukraine as an invasion.
Asked directly if he considered the “escalation in Ukraine an invasion,” Obama
said on Thursday, “I consider the actions
that we’ve seen in the last week a continuation of what’s been taking place for
months now.”
The Daily Mail of London provided an
appropriate headline: “Obama REFUSES
to call 1,000 Russian troops and tanks
caught on satellite in Ukraine an ‘invasion’
but [Senator] McCain says he’s living in

‘Putin’s Orwellian universe.’”
The statement from Senators McCain
(R-AZ) and Lindsey Graham (R-SC) included the comment, “Russia’s ongoing
aggression in Ukraine can only be called
one thing: a cross-border military invasion. To claim it is anything other than
that is to inhabit President Putin’s Orwellian universe.”
Senators McCain and Graham are not
always right on foreign affairs, but in this
case they have described the mentality of
Obama, a one-time student of pro-Moscow Communist Frank Marshall Davis.
Obama is acting like an agent of influence
for the Russians, determined to obscure
the reality of what is happening in front
of our eyes.
In the case of the Islamic State, Obama
was honest enough to acknowledge he had
no strategy. In the case of Ukraine, the
strategy appears to be to flat-out lie about
what the Russians are doing.
The difference appears to be that the
Islamic State does not hide its barbarity,
including beheadings, and forces Obama
to directly answer the challenge. After
all, they beheaded American journalists

on videotape. That makes it difficult for
Obama to ignore or distort what is happening. The Russians, on the other hand,
are lying through their teeth about invading Ukraine, in order to give Obama the
option—which he accepts—of swallowing their lies. In this way, the Russians
make it easier for Obama to do nothing
in response.
The problem for Obama, who apparently wants to turn Ukraine over to the
Russians, is that the lies have gotten too
big. One of the most absurd Russian lies
was that the images and video of Russian
paratroopers captured in Ukraine were
actually troops who had crossed the border
“by accident.”
Another whopper was provided by a
pro-Russian terrorist leader in eastern
Ukraine who said the Russian soldiers
fighting with him were on “vacation.”
The New York Times reported that
Obama “declined to call Russia’s latest
moves an invasion, as Ukraine and others
have, saying they were ‘not really a shift’
but just ‘a little more overt’ form of longstanding Russian violations of Ukrainian
sovereignty.”
continued on page 4
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What are “longstanding Russian violations of Ukrainian sovereignty?”
How can our media report such nonsense?
Not to be outdone, a Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty report said Obama had
highlighted the “ongoing incursion” into
Ukraine. A Washington Times headline
referred to it as an “encroachment.”
If the President refuses to tell the truth,
do the media have to follow his lead? What
happened to our adversarial press?
MSNBC’s Andrea Mitchell asked State
Department official Jen Psaki, “If there’s
artillery firing across the border and tanks
moving and movements of soldiers, what’s
the difference between an incursion and an
invasion?” Psaki replied, “I think this is a
discussion about terminology. She added,
“what we’ve seen here is an escalation of
aggression by the Russians, a pattern, actually, over the last several months.”
It is an “escalation of aggression,” but
not an invasion? Again, how can members
of the press accept this nonsense?
The Washington Post ran an editorial
titled, “Mr. Putin’s Invasion,” calling it
what it is. (The title over the on-line version was, “The West must make Mr. Putin
pay for his aggression.”) It said “Putin’s
decision to send Russian forces openly
into Ukraine in the past 48 hours is a
watershed, not a mere ‘continuation of
what’s been taking place for months,’ as
President Obama understated the case
Thursday.”
Actually this is the second invasion of
Ukraine. The first occurred when Russian
forces took over Crimea.
The Wall Street Journal ran front-page
NATO photos of “Russia on the move in
Ukraine,” showing Russian artillery units
“inside Ukraine.” But the article below
the photo was headlined, “Kiev Claims
Russian Invasion.” How can it be just a
claim when the Russian units are already
inside Ukraine?
NATO revealed that the images came
from an independent firm called Digital
Globe, a provider of high-resolution earth
imagery, and said that the images were not
altered or changed by NATO.
Dutch Brigadier General Nico Tak,
head of NATO’s crisis management center,
said, “The satellite images released today
provide additional evidence that Russian
combat soldiers, equipped with sophisticated heavy weaponry, are operating inside Ukraine’s sovereign territory. These
4
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latest images provide concrete examples
of Russian activity inside Ukraine, but
are only the tip of the iceberg in terms
of the overall scope of Russian troop and
weapons movements.”
At the Pentagon briefing on Friday, Rear
Admiral John Kirby, the press secretary,
was asked about “the latest movements
of Russian forces, tanks and other forces,
into Ukraine,” and “the degree to which
that represents an escalation of their involvement, and whether you consider this
an invasion.”
He, too, backed away from the truth,
saying, “…it’s a continuation of what
we’ve seen all along. Whatever verb you
want to put on it, whatever you want to
call it, it’s just, again, intensification of
It is an “escalation of aggression,”
but not an invasion? Again, how can
members of the press accept this nonsense?
the same behavior that we’ve been seeing
Russia do now for several months.”
What does Adm. Kirby mean by “intensification of the same behavior?” He
also urged Russia “to stop escalating the
tension there.”
At the United Nations, Samantha Power, U.S. Permanent Representative to the
United Nations, said, “Russia has to stop
lying and has to stop fueling this conflict.”
In reference to the claim about Russian
soldiers being on “vacation” in Ukraine,
she said, “…a Russian soldier who chooses
to fight in Ukraine on his summer break
is still a Russian soldier. And the armored
Russian military vehicle he drives there is
not his personal car.”
It’s a funny line, but she still refused to
call it an invasion.
Some kudos go to Terry Moran of ABC
News, who tweeted: “Say it: Russia has
invaded Ukraine. Any other description
is just weasel words.”
Yet, an ABC News story carried the
headline, “‘Russian Invasion’ of Ukraine
Prompts UN Emergency Meeting,” with
the words “Russian invasion” in quotes,
to suggest some dispute over whether an
invasion was taking place.
Moran temporarily broke through the
Orwellian universe in his own narrow way.
But why is this tweet the exception and
not the rule? Why is this verdict not being
reflected in news coverage?

But don’t think these weasel words only
apply to Russian aggression.
A story in The Wall Street Journal referred to the “the unsafe and unprofessional behavior” of Chinese pilots in the
South China Sea, when a Chinese jet made
several aggressive close passes by a Navy
P-8 Poseidon plane over international
waters.
“U.S. officials aren’t sure why the incidents keep taking place in the same general
location, and said the midair encounters
may be attributable to a rogue pilot or
group of pilots in a squadron responsible
for intercepts in the South China Sea,” the
paper said. “These officials said they don’t
believe the aggressive flying was directly
authorized by the Chinese military.”
A senior U.S. official said, “The Chinese
are trying to be more active in establishing good quality military-to-military relations. There’s just something different and
unique about what’s going on in the South
China Sea. Something’s out of whack.”
It goes without saying that these “U.S.
officials” working for Obama want to excuse aggressive Chinese behavior directed
at our own forces.
But the Wall Street Journal’s editorial
writers couldn’t even accept that. Referring to the “something’s out of whack”
comment, the paper said, “If that’s the
case, President Xi Jinping—who exerts
significant control over the military and
has purged several senior generals tied to
corruption—now has the opportunity to
send a message by disciplining the commander responsible. But we’re not counting on it. More likely, China’s military
provocations will continue until Washington pushes back.”
Indeed, China’s Defense Ministry defended its pilot and attacked the U.S.
for conducting “close-in reconnaissance
activities.” The spokesman said the U.S.
should “eventually stop its reconnaissance
activities against China, so as to create a
good environment for the development
of bilateral military relations.”
With few exceptions, aggressive actions
by Russia and China are being excused by
our media. They are following Obama’s deceptive lead at a time when the American
people deserve the truth about the dangers
to America and the world.
Something is out of whack at the White
House.•
Cliff Kincaid is the Director of the AIM
Center for Investigative Journalism.
continued on page 5
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Guantanamo Remains a Dilemma for Obama and the Media

By Bethany Stotts

C

losing Guantanamo Bay and
transferring its prisoners to other
countries or to facilities within the
United States has long been a goal of the
left. A recent tactic has been to attack the
costs associated with running Gitmo in the
midst of government austerity measures.
In a piece for Newsweek, Kurt Eichenwald recently called Guantanamo an “irrational celebration of failure—one that
robs this country of our moral standing
worldwide and our expressed commitment to justice—that is untouchable because it’s good for rounding up votes from
the uninformed.” “Guantanamo Bay is a
stunningly expensive failure,” stated the
Newsweek headline.
And, in a recent piece for The New York
Times, Charlie Savage exposes what he
calls the “decaying” facility that is Guantanamo, and how officials perceive it as
maybe staying open for another 20 years
or so. Savage’s piece also focused on how
“Obama has argued that Guantánamo
should be closed because of its high costs,
nearly $3 million per detainee annually,
and because it endangers national security;
it has become an anti-American symbol
of past torture and other detainee abuses.”
Savage is more than happy to continue
in that vein and support the President’s
justifications.
“Extremists of the Islamic State in Iraq
and Syria, who beheaded an American
reporter in Syria last month, exploited
those sentiments by forcing him to wear
orange clothing like the garb worn by
some Guantánamo detainees,” writes Savage. The Washington Post recently did a
feature on the use of the Guantanamoinspired orange suits as propaganda props
by radical Islamists, and their utility in the
propaganda efforts surrounding journalists Steven Sotloff and James Foley. Both
Sotloff and Foley were beheaded by ISIS,
the Sunni jihadist group that has taken

over much of Iraq.
The video shows the death of Sotloff, also features David Cawthorne
Haines, described as a British aid
worker, “in the same kneeling position and wearing the same orange
jumpsuit as Sotloff and Foley before
him,” reports The Washington Post.
The message is clear: Haines is the
next high-profile ISIS victim.
Allowing ISIS to claim the Guantanamo orange as a publicity stunt without
mentioning the improvements that have
been made at Guantanamo Bay is irresponsible journalism. American soldiers
and prison guards have not publicly executed detainees on the worldwide stage,
disseminating the footage as a spectacle
for terror recruitment, as ISIS appears to
have done.
Savage and the liberal left seem more
concerned with the alleged human rights
Allowing ISIS to claim the Guantanamo orange as a publicity stunt
without mentioning the improvements that have been made at Guantanamo Bay is irresponsible journalism.
abuses perpetrated by the United States
at Guantanamo than those crimes against
humanity which caused the detainees to
be placed there in the first place. Savage
and others seem to downplay the atrocities
committed by those either connected to
the detainees, or the detainees themselves.
Instead, Savage writes, “half of the inmates
who are detained, according to a 2010 interagency review group report, were probably just foot soldiers helping the Taliban
fight the Northern Afghan militias.” What
about the other half detained there? What
is their story?
And while Savage is concerned with the
number of prisoners freed from Guantanamo, he does not seem overly concerned
about the recidivism rates of those who
return to fight abroad. As of last September, the “total rate of recidivism” was at
29 percent, with the recidivism of “those
transferred during the president’s time in
office” standing at 10 percent. Savage also
ignored the release of five of the worst
Guantanamo Bay detainees in exchange
for Bowe Bergdahl, when he wrote that
Obama’s “administration has managed to

free just one low-level prisoner this year”
(emphasis added). Bergdahl’s release was
determined by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) to have been illegal, since Congress was not informed in
a timely manner, as prescribed by law.
Bergdahl was described by members of
his unit who went public as a deserter,
and none came to his defense.
“From the moment Barack Obama
assumed the presidency, the conservative meme of Gitmo as the true symbol
of toughness and Americanism became
encased in concrete,” argues Newsweek’s
Eichenwald. “Since the facility was never
intended to be a permanent structure, it’s
starting to fall apart. Take just the troop
quarters, where the soldiers responsible
for running Gitmo are housed: According
to the Senate report, the rooms are overcrowded; the air conditioning is wheezing;
the metal support structure is dilapidated;
and the plumbing is corroding.”
In a similar vein, Savage reports that
“the unit that houses the most notorious
detainees is built on unstable ground—a
floor is described as buckling—and will
need replacement for any long-term use.
In the kitchen building, temperatures soar
to 110 degrees at midday, steel supports
are corroded, and workers must cover dry
goods with plastic tarps during storms
because of a leaky roof. In the troops’
quarters, some guards are required to live
six to a small shack, with poor ventilation
and no attached bathrooms.”
And, while both Eichenwald and Savage cast the medical facilities and others at Guantanamo as inadequate, they
conveniently forget the $750,000 soccer
field that was built there and the hunger
strike participants’ ability to play video
games and watch movies while the facility
managers try to ensure their survival. As
they’ve already proven, ISIS would hardly
treat any of us as well should they capture
or detain us within the areas that they
dominate.•
Bethany Stotts is a freelance writer, and
former staff writer for Accuracy in Academia.
She blogs at http://bethanystotts.wordpress.
com
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Al Jazeera Removes
Inaccurate Story Claiming Foley, Sotloff Executions Were a “Hollywood” Fabrication

By Don Irvine

A

l Jazeera Arabic, the sister network
of Al Jazeera English, removed a
story published on its website last
week that questioned the “legitimacy”
of the videos showing the execution of
American journalists James Foley and Steven Sotloff, calling them a “Hollywood”
fabrication.
According to Al Arabiya News, the story
suggested that Foley likely fabricated the
video and that the masked executioner
did “not have the features of common
jihadist figures, but he was rather similar
to a Hollywood actor.”
The report also questioned what it said
was the lack of blood when the knife was
moved on the neck, as it appeared when
playing the video in slow motion.
In a statement on the Al Jazeera English website, the network explained why
they removed the story and reiterated their
position on the kidnappings and killings:
“In respect to families of the victims and
as we share their grief, Al Jazeera Arabic’s
website decided to retract an inaccurate
article that questioned the legitimacy of
Foley and Sotloff’s beheading videos after
a theory surfaced on a number of American social media sites claiming they were
produced as a pretext ahead of a US invasion of Syria.
We want to take this as an opportunity
to reiterate Al Jazeera previous position in
condemning the kidnapping of the two
journalists and condemning their killing
as a heinous crime.”
That’s nice to say, but call me skeptical,
since they published the outrageous story
to begin with and only removed it after it
was brought to light by Al Arabiya News.•
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NY Times Executive
Editor Says He Thinks
Paper Will Survive
By Don Irvine

D

ean Baquet, the executive editor
of The New York Times, is fairly
confident that despite difficult
conditions in the newspaper industry, the
Times will survive:
“I’m actually not that worried about
the future of The New York Times. If you
produce a news product that is worthwhile
and worth saving, which is my goal, I
think we’ll be fine. I think it will be tough,
but … as long as we are essential, I think
we’ll survive.”
Baquet spoke with the Times’ David
Carr at a private gathering for subscribers to the Times Premier—a digital offering that costs $585 per year, according to
Capital New York.
The Times, which was battered along
with the rest of the newspaper industry,
has survived the last few years by selling
off the money losing Boston Globe, their
headquarters, a chain of community newspapers, broadcasting properties and their
partial ownership in the Boston Red Sox
to raise much needed cash. That saved
the Times, but left them with few assets
beyond the newspaper itself at a time that
newspapers are dying a slow, inexorable
death.
How the Times will survive this death
spiral is questionable. Digital subscriptions, which had shown rapid growth,
are now plateauing, advertising revenue
continues on a downward track and print
subscribers are hard to come by. Those are
not good signs.
Baquet is pinning his hopes on the belief
that readers will see the Times as essential.
But in a 24/7 news cycle, the news has
become a commodity. People are not as
loyal to newspapers as they used to be,
and in many cases aren’t even sure which
publication or website they are reading,
as they consume more and more news
digitally.
I suggest that the Sulzberger family contact Warren Buffet or Jeff Bezos to see if
one of those billionaires is interested in
owning another newspaper and saving
the Gray Lady from an uncertain future.•

Washington Post Names
New Publisher—Ending
Ties with Graham Family
By Don Irvine

T

he Washington Post, which is now
owned by Amazon founder Jeff
Bezos, announced that effective October 1st, it would be replacing Publisher
Katharine Weymouth with Frederick J.
Ryan, Jr., a former Reagan administration official who was part of the founding
leadership team of Politico.
Weymouth’s departure brings to a close
the more than eight decade relationship
that the Graham family had with the
newspaper. Weymouth’s great-grandfather,
Eugene Meyer, bought the Post in 1933
and the family maintained ownership until
last year, when they sold the money-losing
paper for $250 million to Amazon founder
Jeff Bezos.
Ryan, 59, is an attorney who rose quickly in the Reagan administration and was
a key leader in getting his presidential
library built in California, along with a
number of other key initiatives after Reagan left office in 1989.
Ryan called the Post “a world-class news
organization,” and said in an interview on
Monday that the paper would continue
to implement Bezo’s “growth strategy”
to expand the Post’s reach and audience.
While the printed newspaper is still important to Bezos’ strategy, he is far more
interested in expanding the digital side
of the business. That is where many of
the readers are, and, hopefully for him,
advertisers will be in the near future.
Conservatives shouldn’t take Ryan’s appointment as a sign that Bezos is making a
right turn at the liberal newspaper, because
the main role of the publisher is to deal
with the business side, not the editorial
side. That remains firmly in the hands of
executive editor Marty Baron.
Still, however, the appointment of a
Republican to such an important position at the Post probably has the late Kay
Graham spinning in her grave.•
What You Can Do
Please send the enclosed postcards to:
• Chuck Todd of NBC News about his
coverage of Eric Holder;
• Erin Burnett for her report on Hillary;
• Al Sharpton of MSNBC for using
his show for activism, and not journalism

